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The Front for Change and Harmony in Chad  (FACT) brings the following to the attention of the 
national and international community – including the African Union and human rights organizations --
Since our country's dramatic events last April, the authors of the coup d'état in power have been 
carrying out extrajudicial executions, torture and other degrading and inhuman treatment of FACT 
fighters taken prisoners of war. The latest of the inhuman and degrading treatments inflicted on FACT 
prisoners of war are on our comrade NGARIAL NGUE-YE-NAN WONGOTO MODESTE who was 
cowardly assassinated in the CMT jails.
Comrade MODESTE was the president of the Political Party: The National Union for Democracy and 
Socialism (UNDS) until his FACT commitment, because he no longer believed in the so-called 
democratic process driven by the then MPS oligarchic regime.
The assassination of our fellow MODESTE joins the already long and not exhaustive list of our fellows 
murdered in prison:
1. Ousmane Mahamat Soultane
2. Abdelsalam Mahamat Ali
3. Djiddi Mahamat Ahmat
4. Moustapha Issa Wouyoh
5. Ali Moustapha Saleh Zene
6. Allamine Mahamat
7. Ali Saleh, God bless you
8. Ali Ibrahim
9. Abdraman Moussa
10. Moussa Brahim
We call on the UN, African Union,  and human rights organizations to ensure that light be be shed on 
these assassinations, those responsible be removed and justice be given to the
victims in strict compliance with the Geneva Convention relating to prisoners of war and that against
Torture to which Chad is a signatory.
FACT calls countries friendly to Chad to support the Chadian people in their fight for
Change, justice and freedom.
Long live the FACT, long live the United, Free, Secular and prosperous Chad!
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